Gel Formation Induced Slow Dissolution of Amorphous Indomethacin.
Amorphous indomethacin (IMC) forms gel with a decreased dissolution behavior compared to crystalline IMC during dissolution. The current study aims to explore gelation mechanism and attempt to eliminate gelling effect by formulation development. Amorphous IMC was prepared by melt-quenching method. Dissolution tests of amorphous IMC were performed at various temperatures under sink condition. The formed gels were characterized by PLM, SEM, DSC and XRPD. Amorphous IMC exhibited an initial higher dissolution followed by a decreased dissolution lower than its crystalline counterpart at 32 and 37°C, and even a much lower dissolution during the whole dissolution period at 45°C. Meanwhile, a viscous soft mass ("gel") was observed to adhere upon the paddle or wall of the vessel. The formed gel could be characterized as a three-dimensional dense micro-fiber structure under SEM. The gel formation was proposed to be related to the decreased Tg of amorphous IMC when contacting aqueous medium, resulting in entering into supercooled liquid state with high viscosity. The addition of hydrophilic silica accelerated gel formation, while mixing with hydrophobic silica was able to weaken and even eliminate the gelation, and hence significantly enhancing dissolution. The present study recommends that gel formation should be included in the investigation of amorphous materials in order to find ways for resolving defects of amorphous materials while keeping their advantages in pharmaceutics.